ELOI Board meeting minutes 9/5/16
Meeting called to order 9:47 AM Chris Hyde
Water testing for fecal needed.
Lloyd Burroughs to gather supplies at Darrin Fresh water institute.
Minutes from ELPOI summer meet.
Keith Park read minutes from ELPOI summer meeting and minutes were approved.
Treasurers Report.
Rolf Tiedemann gave membership numbers and read the Treasurers report. Lloyd
Burroughs, Steve Phelps and Rolf Tiedemann to get together and send out letters to
members (26) that have not renewed. Rolf Tiedemann presented checks left for
donations and expenses.
Rt 74 Speed limit.
Chris Hyde spoke about speed limit signs, Rolf Tiedemann attempted contact with the Ti
Town Supervisor several times without success. Rolf thanked local State Troopers for
increased patrols and discussed speed limits and signage. Keith Park also contacted the
Schroon Lake barracks and thanked troopers for patrols along Rt 74. Discussion of
making appointment to meet with Ti supervisor to discuss various topics including
invasive species, (Rolf). Rolf Tiedemann spoke of issues with tractor trailers getting
hung up making a right turn out of Courderoy Rd. onto Rt 74 Westbound and getting
statistic's from 911 dispatch about the frequency of incidents and possible signage.
(discussions with Ti Supervisor).
Lake level.
Mentioned by Chris Hyde, no changes and no rain.
Misc Lake issues.
Chris Hyde mentioned issue of membership property owners maps with names for
property owners but not posted on the web. Rolf Tiedemann offered to take care of this.
Water quality mentioned, normal CSLAP findings so far.
Steve Phelps mentioned sighting by Andy Belkevich about a rattle snake at the dam area.
Beavers mentioned by Chris Hyde and need to bring lake level down in the fall. Rolf
Tiedemann mentioned having Chris contact the trapper in anticipation of issues this fall.

New invasive plant found by Peter Popinchalk, Rolf Tiedemann to submit pictures along
with CSLAP to gather information about it (flowering rush). Rolf to send pictures for
website and Facebook page.
Follow up on Charles island camping issues, campers apologized and promised to camp
at proper areas down at the public beach. Rolf Tiedemann posted island at request of
property owner with 9 signs and reported island was properly cleaned up following
incident.
Camera's discussed and options for keeping them going over the winter, few options
discussed with hosting by folks that stay over the winter.
Peter Popinchalk mentioned finishing the sign repairs to the boat launch area.
Meeting adjournment.
Meeting adjourned by Chris Hyde at 10:46AM
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